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B ig W in At B ig West:
Womens tennis wins first
Big West Cham pionship, 8

Swapping More Than Spit:
At day at the siuap meet, 4
TODAY'S WEATHER
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Cal Poly alum, soldier killed in Iraq am bush
in the Infantry Officers basic train
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
ing course for two years.
C al Poly R O T C will host a
A Cal Poly alumnus is the latest
memorial to honor Orozco on May
addition to the war in Iraq casualty
22 at 4 p.m. near the Mustang stat
list.
ue by the administration building.
First Lt. Osbaldo Orozco, leader
The statue is a war memorial that
of the Charlie Company platoon,
holds the name of former C al Poly
died around 2 a.m. Saturday during
students that have passed away in
an ambush near Tikrit, Iraq.
OROZCO
earlier wars. There will be a 21-gun
Orozco was deployed with the
salute, a wreath and a service.
4th Infantry Division out of Fort by his teammates.
“In the short time I knew him, 1
Flood, Texas. He was rushing to
“He was always a leader in every
help at a checkpoint that was under thing he did and proud of his fami learned to like him and respect
enemy fire Saturday when the vehi ly, culture and team ,’’ said Larry h im ,” said M aj. Paul Buechner,
cle he was riding in rolled over as Welsh, former head football coach training officer for C a l Poly’s
R O T C . “ He was a great athlete and
he was maneuvering into position for C al Poly.
really handled the Army lifestyle
to return fire.
Orozco was a member of C al
Orozco, 26, earned a bachelor’s Poly’s R O T C program and trained well.”
The Army was a natural fit for
degree in social sciences in 2001

By Samantha Weeks

after attending
C al Poly on a
football scholar
ship. He was
named
the
team ’s
most
in sp ir a tio n a l
player in 1999
and was voted
linebacker
of
the year in 1998

Student takes role in FFA

“He was alw ays a leader in everything he did and proud
o f his fam ily, culture and team .”
Larry Welsh
former Cal Poly head football coach
Orozco, said First Lt. G eorge
M iranda, a longtime friend and fel
low soldier.
“He loved to work with the army
and see their faces,” M iranda said.
“He was always there and was so
supportive.”
Osbaldo was the second of five
sons born to Jorge and Reyes
Orozco and was the first in his fam
ily to graduate from college. He was

a standout linebacker at Delano
High School in his hometown of
Earlimart, Calif.
“ Everyone respected him because
he worked hard and had good clean
fun,” Welsh said. “His colonel was
so proud of him just like his coach
es. He was a beautiful person.”
The Associated Press contributed to
this report.

Speaker to address
U.S./lran relationship
East, not just Iraq.
The community is taking interest
in the guest speakers, Hellenbrand
T he College of Liberal Arts said. This quarter’s first presentation
Middle East Speakers Series will attracted an audience of 200 stu
continue with a second presentation dents, faculty and area residents.
to discuss relations between the
“With all the conflict in the
United States and Iran.
Middle East lots of questions are
James Gimde, professor of history involved,” Hellenbrand said.
at Grande Valley State University in
Ethnic studies professor Aaron
Michigan, will present “The U .S. Rodrigues attended the Middle East
and Iran: What Have We Learned in forums during winter quarter and
Fifty Years?” tonight at 7 in Philips said he is happy to get different
Hall, room 124.
points of views about the Middle
C ollege of Liberal Arts Dean Eastern conflict.
Harry Hellenbrand said he is looking
“Our mainstream media has done
forward to another speaker coming a disservice in presenting and even
to C al Poly.
addressing these i.ssues,” he said.
“ (G oode) will focus on what
The series is very beneficial to stu
events have taken place over the dents because it presents new hori
past 50 years,” Hellenbrand 'said. zons’ and new perspectives to Middle
“We’ll be able to learn about our his East controversies, Rodrigues said.
tory’s pitfalls and possible issues that
“Students tend to be very isolat
could arise in the future.”
ed,” he said. “These speakers are
This presentation is the second of
six to come to C al Poly to address
controversies throughout the Middle
see SPEAKER, page 2

By Susan Malanche

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
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Agriculture business freshman Erica Flores, who will take the position of secretary for California
State Future Farmers o f America, plays with calves in the dairy unit.

By Emily Frydendal
MUSTANG DAa.Y STAFF WRETER

Instead of earning money, taking
classes or vacationing with friends,
Erica Flores, will begin extensive
training as the new California State
Future Farmers of America secretary.
After a selection process that
spanned the course of a five-day con
vention in Fresno, Flores, an agricul
ture science freshman, emerged as
one of six new state officers who will
serve California’s 57,000 FFA mem
bers in the next year. There were 61
applicants competing for the six posi
tions, and, as Flores explained, the
pnxess of elimination was entirely
structured.
“Immediately following the lead
ership dinner that t(X)k place on
April 4, we were given 12 interview
questions, a test on the knowledge of

the FFA that included questions on
parliamentary procedure and general
history and an impromptu essay, and
that was just the first day,” Flores said.
TTie Nominating Gimmittee con
ducting the prtKess consisted of past
State FFA President Jacob Wenger,
State FFA Adviser Bob Heuvel and
two representatives from each of
California’s six regions.
After the initial cut narrtiwed the
ptxrl from 61 to 22 candidates, the
prtKess continued. For the rest of the
weekend, Flores faced more inter
views, impromptu group assignments,
informal campaign sessions, a round
of speeches and one seven-minute
pressure round.
“In the pressure niund, each of the
now 16 candidates answered ques
tions asked by the committee, but
everything you say they contradict to

test your strength and composure,”
Flores says.
Finally, after several more cuts
were made, the six state FFA officers
were announced Tuesday afternoon.
As FFA stare secretary, Flores will
take a leave »if absence from Cal Poly.
She will live in Elk Grove, near
Sacramento, with the five other state
officers, but more than 300 days of
the next year will be spent traveling
throughout California. They will pre
pare for what lies ahead with intense
training in the upcoming summer
months. The training will teach
them to tackle industry tours, confer
ences and high schex)! workshops,
among many other events and
respc)nsibilities.
Additionally, Flores has her sights

see FLORES, page 2

Ree Center celebrates a
decade of use, exercise
want to thank the people who use it.”
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The next event will take place on
the Rec Center pcxil deck May lO
The Cal Poly Rec Center turns 10 from n(K)n to 3 p.m. Wild 106 will give
years old this yeat, and it’s time to cel away Rec Center towels and there will
ebrate.
be activities and games. There will a
On the 10th day of each month this barbecue in the plaza in front of the
quarter, the As.sociated Students Inc. facility June lO from mxm to 3 p.m.
Rec Center will host an event to thank
On the tenth day of each month, a
students for their involvement in the personal trainer is on site for $10 ses
success of arguably the most popular sions. Students can sign up starting on
facility on campus — open more hours the first day t>f each month.
than Robert Kennedy Library.
Students’ attitudes toward the Rec
Assistant director Joe Long said he Center have changed over the lO years
appreciates the contributions students based on the increased interest in exermake to the Rec Center.
ci.se.
“It’s been a great 10 years and we
want it to continue," Long said. “We

By Ryan McAdams

see REC CENTER, page 2
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.Qip Students say cheese: PolyCards updated
ulty must present their old card for a
one-to-one exchange.
PolyCard holders can take a new
Concerns over having social secu picture or keep their old one. A new
rity numbers prominently displayed PolyCard photo is only required if the
have prompted a redesign of Cal Poly photo cannot be converted to the
identification cards.
new design or if there are significant
For these reasons, Cal Poly admin changes in appearance.
istration would like every student to
Existing PolyCard holders are not
have a new identification card.
required to get a new card.
“To enhance student security, Representatives from the PolyCard
social security numbers aren’t printed office would like everyone to obtain a
on the new cards,” said Paul new card during the campus re-card
Schneider, PolyCard system adminis ing campaign.
trator.
Doug Scheel, PC/LAN coordina
Students who have cards issued tor for Cal Poly, said the new cards
before fall 2002 are being asked to are more durable and more aestheti
trade in their old cards. To receive a cally pleasing.
new PolyCard, students, staff and fac“Various campus organizations

By Jenny Hubbard

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
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agreed that the new card better repre PolyCard readers. This new method
sents the beauty of Cal Poly,” he said. will be compatible with old and new
In addition to having an aerial PolyCard designs.
view of campus on them, the new
Students, faculty and staff can get
cards can still be used for Campus their new PolyCard at re-carding sta
Express accounts, door access. Cal tions in the library. The stations are
Poly Rec Center access, PolyCard located between the reserve room
and the Poly Connect Lab, in front of
printing and SLO Transit access.
As a new service, the PolyCard can the PolyCard add-value machine.
be used to validate students, staff and The stations will be open Monday
faculty as “current members” of the through Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
campus community. When boarding until the end of the quarter.
busses, PolyCard users can swipe their
Seventy-five percent of the Cal
card, where encrypted data will be Poly community, about 14,(XX) stu
used to maintain a “Valid ID rider dents, faculty and staff, have not
obtained a new card.
list” that is updated nightly.
Because the new cards do not have
“The re-card project is considered
barcodes, barcode scanners at the a priority,” Scheel said. “We want
library have been replaced with everyone to be safe.”

)w:47<>
attending
. Cal
Poly’s
Ag
Communications and Ag Ambassador
meetings. She also served as South
continued from page 1
Coast Region FFA President and
worked with South Coast FFA
set on personal long-term goals. Since
Regional Adviser Greg Beard for one
she is eager to become an agriculture
year.
teacher, she hopes to effectively pro
“Erica has an amazing ability to
mote FFA’s mission to “make a positive
plan, execute and evaluate activities,
difference in the lives of students by
developing their potential for premier events and leadership conferences,”
leadership, personal growth and career Beard said. “She is a hard worker and
success
through
Agricultural dedicated countless hours to preparing
Education,”
according
to for running for state FFA office.”
He also said there is no place better
www.calaged .org.
“I also want to work in politics with than Cal Poly for Hores to be right
FFA concerns in Sacramento, and this now.
“There is a very supportive fan base
should be getting me there, or at least
at
Cal Poly and we plan to celebrate
getting my foot in the dix>r,” she said.
Flores will be well prepared. She is until she comes back to us next year,”
currently taking a full course load and he said.

FLORES
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Coming up this week
^"Cal Poly Faculty and Staff Perspective
Panel on Campus Climate" - Faculty and
staff w ill share th e ir insig h t in to social and
cultural issues in th e cam pus c o m m u n ity
and give suggestions on im p ro vin g th e cli
m ate fo r students o f diverse backgrounds
Thursday at noon in UU220.

Afghanistan next month.
“These individuals are talking
“The specialist will give a perspec based on experience and they are
tive on post 9/11 Afghanistan and bringing important information with
continued from page 1
hopefully the audience will learn
them through these talks,” she said.
something on the free construction
T his quarter’s Middle East
bringing a sense of awareness stu of the country,” she said.
Speakers Series is sponsored by the
dents need.”
Each of the guests in the Middle
Ethnic studies professor Maliha East Speakers Series will bring a new College of Liberal Arts along with
Zulfacar will bring a speaker to dis perspective that students may not be the history, journalism and ethnic
studies departments.
cuss the current situation in exposed to, Zulfacar said.

SPEAKER

^Two lectures on architecture - Barry B.
LePatner,a leading legal adviser on con
struction issues, w ill speak Friday at 1 p.m.
in th e Business Rotunda. One o f th e co u n 
try's leading designer o f affordable hous
ing, M ichael Pyatok, w ill speak at 3 p.m.
Friday in th e Business Rotunda.

REC CENTER
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continued from page 1
• 41»«
“Students were into fitness and
exercise (when the center c ^ n e d ), but
nowhere near where they are now,”
said A SI Directbf of Recreational
Sports Marcy Maloney. “Most students
coming in now have had memberships
at gyms or clubs and this is the norm*
which is a really good thing because we
have educated consumers. 1 believe we
have more commitment to the stu
dents to keep the equipment to 2003
standards. Fitness has evolved so
much.”
The Rec Center serves a number of
purposes on the Cal Poly campus.
Aside from being a venue for hosting
concerts and commencement cere
monies, there are more than 2(X) stu
dents per year employed at the Rec
Center.
It also provides a practice facility for
the wrestling, badminton and men’s
volleyball teams, a weight nx)m for
rugby and a practice and game facility
for the men’s and women’s water polo
teams. Physical education and kinesi
ology departments both use the center
as well.
Yoga, aeriTbics and other types of
classes are offered. Maloney said the
presence of those classes allows stu
dents to relax among their hectic lives.
At the 10-year mark, the Rec
Center in facing growing pains. Right
now the student population trying to
use the weight rcxim and basketball
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The ASI Rec Center will turn 10 this year, and Rec Center employees
and students can celebrate on every 10th day of every m onth the
quarter.
courts far outweighs availability. A sur
vey is now being conducted and a pro
ject is being planned over the next
couple years to expand.
Maloney said one of the reasons for
over-population is the increased pres
ence of women. She said the overall
number of people working out has
more than doubled since 1993.

No matter the reason, the Cal Poly
Rec Center has provided students with
an outlet on campus. Maloney said the
celebration comes with a need for
another step to be taken and possibly
expanded for the future.
“My goal is to take what the stu
dents have to say and try to implement
some things into action,” she said.
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National/Intemational News

Mustang Daily

even if the fasting doesn’t mean eat
ing less overall, a new study indi
cates.
President promotes Iraqi
Researchers are now planning to
democracy in the heart of
see
if what works in mice is also giX3d
Michigan's Arab community
DEARBORN, Mich. — President for people.
Several recent studies have reptirtBush told Iraqi-Americans Monday
he is confident democracy can flour ed a variety of benefits from a sharply
ish in Iraq and said people who were restricted diet, including longer life
span, increased insulin sensitivity and
skeptical about the war were wrong.
“There were some in our country stress resistance.
In the new repxjrt, mice that were
who doubted the Iraqi people wanted
fed only every other day — but could
freedom or they just couldn’t imagine
gorge on the days they did eat — saw
they would be welcoming a liberating
similar health benefits to ones that
force. They were mistaken,” Bush
had their diet reduced by 40 percent,
said. “We know why; The desire for
a team of researchers reports in
freedom is not the property of one
Tuesday’s
online
edition
of
culture, it is the universal hop>e of
Proceedings
of the
National
human beings in every culture.”
Academy of Sciences.
Bush pledged to let the people of
The cause of health improvements
Iraq chart their own course on the
from cutting hack on diet isn’t fully
shape of a new government, hut also
understood, though many researchers
promised that “Iraq will be demcxratic.”
had assumed that a long-term reduc
“You are living proof the Iraqi peo
tion in calories was involved.
ple love freedom and living proof the
Iraqi people can flourish in democra
Researchers develop colony of
cy,” he told hundreds of people, most
cancer-resistant mice
ly Iraqi-Americans, who interrupted
W ASHINGTON — A colony of
his speech often to applaud and shout
cancer-resistant mice has been devel
support.
oped by researchers at W'ake Forest
Bush quoted an Iraqi woman who
University.
said she never believed Saddam
The scientists, who hope the mice
Hus.sein would he forced from power.
will help improve the understanding
An audience member yelled, “He’s
of cancer in humans, reported their
gone!”
findings in Tuesday’s online edition of
“A lot of Iraqis feared the dictator, PrcKeedings of the
National
the tyrant would never go away. Academy of Sciences.
You’re right, he’s gone,” Bush said.
The team led by Dr. Zheng Cui was

NationalBrieis

Study: Fasting has sam e effect
as cutting calories
W ASHINGTON — Periodic fasting
can be just as good for the health as
sharply cutting hack on calories.

*

studying cancer in mice by injecting a
virulent form of the disease into test
animals. One male mouse did not
develop the disease, despite repeated
exposure, they ref)orted.
When that mouse was bred with

other mice, alxiut half the t)ffspring
inherited the cancer resistance, indi
cating a genetic basis for the trait, the
team said.
They found that transplanting
cancer into these mice provoked a
massive attack by white blocxl cells.
Some of the mice never developed
any cancer while other started to
develop it and then destroyed it.
There are now about 700 mice in
the colony.
Cui’s team hopes that by studying
these mice they can learn more about
why cancer seems to unexpectedly
regress in some people and why some
people don’t develop cancer despite
prolonged exposure to carcinogens.
“This is at a preliminary stage hut
very
promising,”
L>.
Mark
Willingham, a collaborator on the
paper, said in a statement. “Our hope
is that, some day, this will have an
impact on human cancer.”
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repi)rts that the United States com
manded the air war over Iraq from the
center at the Saudis’ Prince Sultan air
base.
Rumsfeld is touring the region this
week to talk over prospects with
American allies before making final
decisions. He met Monday with
Qatar’s leader. Sheik Hamad bin
Khalifa A1 Thani, who allowed the
U.S. headquarters for the war to he
built near here.
“Iraq was a threat in the region,
and because that threat will be gone,
we also will be able to rearrange our
forces,” Rumsfeld said after meeting
with Thani and Australian Defense
Minister Robert Hill.
The presence of thousands of
American soldiers in Saudi Arabia,
the land of Islam’s two holiest shrines,
has enraged some militant Muslims.
It is among the rea.sons given by
Osama bin Laden, a Saudi-hom fugi
tive who heads the al-Qaida terror
network, for his hatred of the United
States.

attend an emergency summit on
SA R S of Southeast Asian leaders
Tuesday, said the situation is worri
some in China.

Leaders of Arafat's Fatah
m ovement decide to endorse
A b b as' new Cabinet
RAM A LLA H , West Bank —
Yasser Arafat’s Fatah moverhent on
Monday supported the Cabinet pro
posed by incoming Palestinian Prime
Minister Mahmoud Abbas, htxisting
the chances of winning the parlia
mentary approval required for release
of a new peace plan.
If the Cabinet is approved Tuesday,
the Palestinians will have cleared the
last hurdle blocking the unveiling of
the internationally sponsored plan.
The so-called road map envisions full
Palestinian statehotxl within three
years.
President Bush has linked presen
IntemationalBriefs
tation of the plan to Abbas being
installed as prime minister.
Rumsfeld says U.S. military
In West Bank fighting, meanwhile,
WHO: SARS contained in
presence to be reduced in
Israeli
trtwps
captured
two
Persian Gulf region
Vietnam, has peaked in other
Palestinians responsible for a suicide
DOHA, Qatar — TTie United countries, but spreading in China
bombing in Israel last week and, in a
States plans to reduce its military
BANGKOK, Thailand — The
separate incident, killed a 17-year-old
presence in the Persian Gulf region World Health Organization said
gunman while raiding a refugee camp.
now that Saddam Hussein is gone. Monday the worst of the SA R S out
Also Monday, the designated
Defense Secretary Donald H. break appears to be over in Singapore,
Palestinian foreign minister, Nahil
Rumsfeld said Monday.
Hong Kong and Canada, while
Shaath,
demanded that Israel grant
Also, Gen. Tommy Franks, com Vietnam has become the first country
mander of U.S. forces in the region, to contain the highly infectious respi Arafat freedom of movement. Israeli
restrictions have in effect confined
has decided to move an American air ratory disease.
him
to his Ramallah office building
operations center from Saudi Arabia
SA R S is spreading in China even
to neighKiring Qatar, officials said.
as the government takes increasingly for more than a year.
Saudi officials have been edgy aggressive steps to halt the disease,
about having U.S. troops on their soil said David Heymann, the chief of Briefs compiled from The Associated
since the 1991 Persian Gulf War, to communicable diseases for WHO.
Press wire service by Mustang Daily
the point of seeking to avoid news
Heymann, who is in Bangkok to news editor Andra Coberly,
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Seeking Legal Advice or Services?
Want to know more about how the Court works?
The S u p erio r C o u rt a n d th e B ar A ssociation in v ite yo u to.

NOW L E A SIN G FO R 2003 - 2004
Tours A vailable. Call fo r an application o r apply online at
w w w .V alenciaA partm ents.com

Great Amenities...
* P rivate B edroom s
^A cadem ic and Y e a r Leases
*G PA D iscounts 5% - 1 0 %
*R ecreation C e n te r
*T V Lounge
"C om puter Lab w / FR EE Internet *W eight R oom
*H eated Pool

C o m m u n i t y L a w N i g h t 8c
Su p erio r C o u rt O pen House
S L O C o u rth o u s e , Palm Street

T h u r s d a y , M a y 1 • 6 p m - 9 :1 5 p m
A c tiv itie s in clu de:
M eet the Judge • C ourthouse Tour • R esource Fair • M ediation O ptitins
“ H o w T o” L e g a l A d v ic e C lin ic s led b y a tto rn e y s. T o p ics in clu d e :
S m a ll C la im s , T ra ffic C o u rt. D iv o rce , P ro b a te , L a n d lo rd /T e n a n t,
P e rso n a l In ju ry a n d m o re.
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SLO Stories

One person's trash is another's treasure
rity
guard,
Val
Vern
M cC luff can
be
found
under
the
Even if he
movie screen,'
can’t sell much,
selling selfhe doesn’t stand
r e f u r b is h e d
to lose a whole
C B radios. He
lot of money.
admits many
“ Halt
this
of his radios
stuff is junk 1
aren’t in full
pulled out of
wo r k i n g
dumpsters,"
order, but he
Henderson said.
prices
the
Not
every
ones that are
salesman at the
fully
func
San
Luis
tioning
at
Obispo
Swap
$
200
.
BETSY FILSON/MUSTANG DAILY
Meet
openly
McCluff
sells junk or Treasure Hunt A m on g the bicycles and chiahuahas found at the weekly attests to a
r e f u r b i s h e d swap meet are other hidden prizes, such as CB radios and m annequins lifelong love
goods, but many dressed in sexy lingerie.
of ham radios.
aren’t
typical
H e’s had a
The couple sells trinkets at their
corporate entrepreneurs; the weekly
longtime hobby of getting people
spot next to the drive-in’s snack bar.
Sunday market isn’t a typical corpo
he’s talked to over the airwaves to
They also breed chiahuahas to sell
rate institution.
send him postcards from their far-off
at the meet.
Many people affiliated with the
homes.
Hinojos and Trout say they like
meet don’t get a lot of sleep. It has
“Mostof these ham radios can
the camaraderie that has developed
operated rain-or-shine, 6 to 10 a.m.,
talk anywhere in the world,’’ Val
among the fellow entrepreneurs
since the early 1970s at the Sunset
says. “ (R ecently) I talked to
who work near them; many fellow
Drive-In on Elks Lane.
Kuwait.”
swap meet entrepreneurs have pur
Som etim es, jay H inojos and
John Stanfield, who holds the
chased chiahuahas of their own.
Jeanette Trout get up at midnight to
spot next to McCluff, knows a lot of
Other people working at the meet
be at the market by opening time.
people at the meet well; he’s been
are retirees or weekend hobbyists.
The drive from their Tulare County
coming to the event for 35 years.
When he’s not busy working his
home takes two hours.
“Raised my girls at this flea mar
other job as a full-time private secu“It’s a tough life,” Hinojos says.
ket practically,” he said.

► Mustang Daily reporter wakes up
early, sees what the big deal is about
the Sunday morning Swap Meet
By Graham Womack
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

It’s a btisht, beautiful morning at
the swap meet and a salesman, no
older than 25, tries to »cal a deal.
The potential buyer, a middleaged man, takes another look at the
crown jewel up for purchase, a baby
blue bike with white tires and a
banana seat. It’s the centerpiece of a
tarp full of mostly orphaned scrap
machine parts.
The bike ha.s wheels and appears
to be working. At the same time, it
looks in need of serious repair.
The potential buyer looks reluc
tant.
“You want this bike!’’ the youth
ful entrepreneur shouts, his sales
pitches exhausted. “You’re not leav
ing here without this bike!’’
It’s of no use, though. The man
disappears into the Sunday market
crowd.
The young businessman, Casey
Henderson, comes to swap meets
every week in hopes of selling his
stuff before he moves to Phoenix in
a few months. He pawns bikes and
machines that he puts together,
largely from parts he finds and sal
vages.

Unbeknow nst to many Cal Poly
students, a swap meet is held
every Sunday m orning from 6 to
10 a.m. at the Sunset Drive-In on
Elks Lane. Prospective entrepre
neurs travel from far and wide to
offer their commodities. While
some m ay venture to the event
to buy cheap trinkets or used
violins, many use the meet as a
second livelihood.

J

Stanfield’s experience with the
swap meet has evolved from when
he first started selling carpet sam
ples in the late 1960s; today he sells
handmade chairs. Stanfield has
learned to speak Spanish in the last
10 years, purely from coming to the
meet and interacting with the many
M exican-Am erican vendors, he
said.
“You’re dead in the water if you
can’t speak Spanish,” Stanfield said.
Larry Rodkey, the owner of the
Sunset Drive-In, has a lifelong bond
with the property. Rodkey first came
to the lot as a child, as his late
father Raymond ran it from 1950 to
1964. He learned to drive in the
drive-in parking lot.
The swap meet didn’t run back
when Rodkey’s father owned the
land, but it was in business when
Rodkey bought the lease in 1985.
He said he’s made no effort to shut
the meet down.
“If it wasn’t for the swap meet, 1
probably couldn’t run this as a
drive-in,” Rodkey says.
John Martinez helps run the
meet, and, like many, he also works
a side job. Still, he doesn’t plan to
ditch the swap meet.
“ 1 love it. I’ll probably never
quit,” Martinez said, echoing the
sentiments of many who venture to
the meet. “ I could win the lottery
and I’d still work this. It’s so much
fun.”

-
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Rapping to a Different Beat

Gay rapper looks to'keep it real' (despite negative stereotypes
By Mark F. Bonner
T he R eveille (Louisiana S tate U.)

(U-W IRE) BATON R O U G E, La. —
Caushun looks like a thug. He’s got the jewel
ry. He’s got the corn-rowed hair. He’s got the
ghetto fabulous fashion sense: Baggy pants,
bandannas and Timberland boots. He was
even raised in the same rough New York City
neighborhotid as the Notorious B.I.G. But
there is one subtle difference about Caushun:
He’s gay.
Caushun is a 2 5-year-old gay rapper from
the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood in
Brooklyn, and through his open sexuality he
hopes to “keep it real” in the most honest way.
“1 feel like a lot of artists lose their credibil
ity when they don’t come out honestly with
the way they are,” Caushun told Newsweek.
“This is the era of realism. Every hip-hop artist
is like, ‘Oh, keep it real, keep it real.’ And
what I’m doing is true. I’m definitely keeping
it real becau.se I’m not straight, so I can’t keep
it real by trying to act straight and play
straight.”
The rapper told The New York Times he
wants to be “hip-hop’s homosexual Jackie
Robinson.” But as white major leaguers were

opposed to RobinsLjn being in baseball, so is
the mainstream to gays in hip-hop. According
to listeners, if Caushun breached the walls of
the rap conventional, it could have a deafen
ing impact on how gay culture is perceived in
entertainment — and even in America.
“It’s like Eminem,” said Carlton Allen, an
agriculture business senior at Louisiana State
University. “He had a hard time getting
respect because he was white. He was talent
ed, and he stayed in your face, and that’s when
the black community began to respect him. If
a million people buy his (Caushun’s) record,
then he’ll stay in everyone’s face. If he’s good
then that other aspect about him will make
him unique. It’ll put him on his own plateau.”
Listening to audio samples on Caushun’s
Web site, www.thegayrapper.com, it is appar
ent amid his gay intonation and his tabex) lyri
cism that he is ready for the big leagues.
His debut album, “Shock and Awe,” will be
relea.sed at the end of June, in time for Gay
Pride Day. His isstKiation with Baby That
Records, which is run by ja p mogul Russell
Simmons’ wife Kimora Lee Simmons, may
only further his career.
“Rap music is one of the most homophobic
musics we know,” Simmons told the New York

Times. “But, he’s dope and he’s unique because
of his perspective on the world. I can’t imag
ine that people aren’t going to buy it.”
However, Leonard M œ re, an associate pro
fessor of history and director of African and
African-American studies at LSU , does not
share the same sentiment.
Moore, who teaches a hip-hop culture class,
says the majority of the hip-hop contingency
will not listen to Caushun because of the cur
rent state of hip-hop.
“Much of hip-hop now is being macho,”
Moore said. “How hard you can be, I’m a real
nigga and all this other stuff. This guy, who
comes out openly gay? He doesn’t have a
chance.”
Even though blacks were discriminated
against throughout history, Motire does not
believe the black community will be sensitive
to this issue because even though blacks are
traditionally liberal when it comes to politics,
on social issues blacks are conservative.
“ I think the black community will be even
less tolerant because of the affiliation with the
black church,” M œ re said. “TJre Bible does
not condone homosexuality. The Bible speaks
of it being sinful.”
When reminded of the persecution blacks

faced during the civil rights movement,
Mtxjre said there was a difference between the
civil rights movement and gay rights move
ment.
Blacks were “persecuted for something they
had no control over — the color of their
skin,” Moore said. “Most folks feel homosexu
ality is a lifestyle. It’s a choice.”
Many students like Jason Avant, a biologi
cal sciences senior, have no problem with gay
culture seeping into the mainstream because a
person’s sexual orientation shouldn’t deter
mine whether music is good or bad.
“There is a place for all genres in music,” he
said. “If there’s an audience, then there is a
place for it. I listen to hip-hop, and I feel that
music isn’t designed for one set of people.
Music expresses emotion, and it’s universal.”
D.J. McConnell, a psychology freshman,
seems to agree. Even though he is not a big
hip-hop music fan, he doesn’t think it matters
what the source of the music is, just as long as
it’s good.
“I really don’t think it matters,” he said. “1
don’t think it would make a difference. I mean
music is music. I don’t categorize. There’s good
music and bad music. As long as it’s good then
it doesn’t matter where it comes from.”
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Free Expression

Local artist taking fu ll advantage o f h is 'lib e rty '
►Controversial painting
by Cal Poly alumnus
sparks conversation,
opens people's minds
By Devin Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The Statue of Liberty is being
raped on top ot a World Trade
Center tower. Donald Rumsfeld has
a phallic-shaped rocket positioned
near his crotch. President George
W. Bush is wearing an American
flag tie inserted in the rapist’s rear
end.
All these graphic scenes are part
oi a nine-paneled painting currently
displayed at San Luis O bispo
A rtists’ Gallery.
The
painting,
entitled
“ Patriotism and the Rape of
Liberty,” had been displayed at
Linnea’s Café since early April and
was recently moved to the San Luis
A rtists’ G allery location at 570
Higuera St. The work has been both
highly praised and criticized by stu
dents and members of the communi
LESLIE BURTON/MUSTANG DAILY
ty“I think it’s a pretty clever piece,” A rt im itatin g iife ?A mural by local artist and Cal Poly graduate Steven deLuque has created quite a stir around town.Titled 'Patriotism and
said drama sophomore M ichele the Rape of Liberty/ the painting has garnered both praise and criticism, although deLuque hoped that it would cause a stronger reacCannon, a Linnea’s regular. “ It has a tion. DeLuque said the work is not 'anti-war' as many think.
lot to say politically, hut artistically
College Republicans, said he does not sup
“For the most part, it’s been a pretty posi about the effect that this will have on ch il
as well. Everyone who comes in here can ’t port the artwork on a general basis.
tive reaction,” deLuque said. “There has dren? At the very least it is irresponsible.”
miss it. It sparks conversation.”
“ 1 think in general any anti-war sentiment been a call for a protest of the café in the
DeLuque said he welcomes any comments
Conversation was the goal of showing the here in the U .S. is damaging to the morale of New Times, but 1 personally thought it would on the work and would like to talk more to
piece, said. L in nea’s m anager M arianne the troops abroad,” Yates said. “However, have been bigger. 1 hoped to get people talk people who are so disturbed by it.
Orme.
since it’s on private property and the clien ing, but I’m happy that 1 was even able to
The painting is for sale, with a price tag of
“We had no idea what to expect when the tele is okay with it, then there isn’t much express
my
............................................
painting was hung,” Orme said. “We knew anyone can do.”
o p i n i o n
people would be upset, but controversy is
my O ne entry in the L in n eas guestbook read **Thank you for
The artist behind the work is Steven through
good; it gets people talking for better or deLuque, a 1975 C al Poly alumnus.
work
at putting colors and form to things and thoughts many have
worse.”
Suprisingly, the artwork is not “anti-war,” Linnea’s.”
become afraid to think and speak.'* Another patron ivrote
While there have been some vehemently according to deLuque.
There is a
negative reactions, specifically expressed in
“ 1 started the painting about a year ago g u e s t b o o k '*Have you thought about the effect this will have on chil
letters to the New Times, Orme said the and it took about seven to eight months to located inside
dren? A t the very least it is irresponsible."
reaction has been mostly positive.
finish,” deLuque said. “ It’s about the actions the café in
“Students have been especially positive,” of the Bush administration after Sept. 11 and which patrons
she said. “ Being from a younger generation, fallacious statements they were making about can write their thoughts concerning the art- $18,000.
they are more likely to appreciate the fact why they were starting to restrict our rights work. There have been more than 15 pages
“ I’m not expecting anyone to purchase it,”
that it can even be hung, whether or not as citizens. It being displayed right now is written so far, ranging from anger and grati- deLuque said. “ I hoped it would make people
they agree with (its) meaning. Most of the timely, howeyer.”
question their value systems, and* I think it
tude to disappointment.
negative reaction has come from older mem
DeLuque, who said he took “every possible
One entry read “Thank you for putting has done that to a certain extent. It might
bers of the community.”
art class” while at C al Poly, was hoping for colors and form to things and thoughts many end up in a museum, but probably (will end
Although he has not seen the art in per even more of a reaction than what the paint have become afraid to think and speak." up in) my garage. It’s way too big for my liv
son, Robert Yates, president of the Cal Poly ing has received so far.
Another patron wrote “ Have you thought ing room.”

Free for All?

Enough is enough: Let the Internet piracy debate rest in peace
By Jack Schneider
D aily F orty -N iner (C alifornia S tate U.-Long
B each )

(U -W IRE) LO N G
BEA C H ,
Calif. — Remember when a person
could download a catchy or great
tune without having to pay for the
entire CD ? Most college students
remember when Napster was a pop-

Commentarv

--------------------------^ site where
eager Internet browsers could
download oodles of music for free.
As soon as Napster rose to pirating
fame, the controversies started.
Lawsuits were filed against

Napster, and the company was try
ing to make agreements. BMI music
tried to correlate in downloading
with Napster, so that every time a
person would log on to the site, a
fee would be charged. The plan
never went through, and the stellar
idea fizzled.
This week history is repeating
itself. With yet another lawsuit
against Napster.
Two record companies. Universal
Music and EMI, filed a lawsuit on
Monday, against Napster Inc., with
major cases of copyright violations.
As if the obvious statement about
pirating wasn’t enough, the suit

seeks $150,000 per violation.
Making matters worse, this lawsuit
intends to prevent other companies
from creating a file-swapping ser
vice ever since Napster. Could
there he a more ridiculous idea?
A good majority of students have
probably heard of Limewire,
WinMX, BearShare, Aim ster and
the ever famous Kazaa. These five
companies have spawned ever since
the decline of Napster. It’s been
said before and it will be said again;
There is no escape from Internet
piracy.
However, there are ways to
incorporate piracy, without deplet

ing the usage of MP3s. A pple
Computers, which is the creator of
the iPod, have incorporated a way
to download music, and pay a fee
with the iPod. This idea also corre
lates with A pple’s iTunes, so people
can get all the latest and greatest
songs. A pple’s plan, unlike past
ideas with Napster and BMI, incor
porates all digital music, and could
prove to be a successful plan. Best
of all, A pple’s plan pays royalties to
the record companies, proving to be
a win-win situation for music downloaders (with enough money to pay
for services) and record companies.
The issues of downloading music

with Napster are all in the past.
W hile some people see digital
music as an opportunity for profit
and correspondence with downloaders and record companies, oth
ers, like Universal and EMI, need
to stop complaining about digital
music. It’s about time both record
companies and digital music stop
complaining about each other, and
find a common ground. If A pple’s
digital music plan works, then the
dispute between record companies
and the people who download
music won’t have to worry about
who is getting the short end of the
stick.
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I to ld you so: Picking apart th e liberal argum ents

P olytics

O

ver the p;ist few months my “un-sophisticated" conservative views have been
holding up pretty well against the theo
ries of the “intellectual elite.” However, it’s not
very fun to say, “1 won, you lost. Now act like the
French and bitch that American soldiers suc
cessfully defended your rights.” Actually, that is
fun. However, for me to savor this moment,
allow me to itemize why the supptirters of the
war were right, and why the oppxwition was con
sistently wrong.
(Warning: Painful truths ahead. By continu
ing to read, you hereby release John Holbus from
any injuries caused by heart attacks, seizures and
any injuries acquired while on the use of any
chemical agent that helps you escap>e the knowl
edge that, yes, in fact you are that dumb).
Liberal argument against the war No. 1: The
United States has no right to go to war without
the United Nations. If they do, it will cause
irreparable damage to America’s foreign ptdicy.
Conservative counter-argument: The United
Nations fiiiled to enforce its own resolutions and
the United States needs to dii what’s best for our
national security and for world stability.
What actually happened: The war is over. Are
people not trading with us? Have any sanctions
been imposed? Has any country severed diplo

matic connections? Nope. People still trade with
us, they still want our money and the United
States is seen as liberators, not oppressors.
Conservatives: 15
Liberals: Love
Liberal argument against the war No. 2: Why
is Bush fiKusing on Iraq? North Korea is the real
threat. (John’s note: I’ll be sure to remind you
that you said this if we ever have to take care of
North Korea. Virtually none of you said anything
against Clinton’s bombings of Iraq, so assuming
that none of you are giganric hypocrites, 1 must
therefore assume that you have poor long-term
memory. Don’t worry, though, my memory is
impeccable. 1 won’t let you forget. That is my
courteous favor to you. And people say I’m not
nice to liberals).
Conservative counter-argument: OK, let’s put
it this way. You’re a cop. There are two rcxtms in
front of you and you know there is one danger
ous criminal in each rcK)m. One of them has an
AK-47 put together, loaded and ready to fire.
The other one is in the prcx:ess of putting an AK47 together. Which one do you take out first?
Same concept applies here. Get Saddam before
he becomes a bigger threat. Also, swift and deci
sive action against Iraq will show Kim Jong-il
that the United States will back up its threats if
it has to. Being a person who wishes to survive
and stay in ptwer, Kim Jong-il will concede.
What actually happened: In Pyongyang, a
North Korean foreign ministry spokesman told
the government’s KCNA news agency: “If the
United States is ready to make a bold switch
over in its Korea ptilicy for a settlement of the
nuclear issue, the DPRK will not stick to any
particular dialogue form.”
Unlike me, some of you actually may have a
stxial life and therefore you might need a trans
lation. Allow me to help. “The DPRK just wit-

Republican Guard. No. 4: We took Iraq in less
We could have ended the war sooner time than it took to ctmnt the votes in Florida in
the year 2000.”
if we wanted to, hut the means
The coalition has lost 167 soldiers. That’s one
required would have violated inter'
solider for every 143,723 people freed. They gave
their lives for a tmly noble cause, and we will
national law. Yep, you guessed it:
never forget. I3ue to the armed forces’ excellent
Broadcasting Susan Sarandon
training and resolve, Iraqi civilian losses have
movies into all Iraqi homes and forc' been kept to a minimum. The International Red
Cross said that due to the relative small loss of life
in g a m a ss suicide.
considering the extensive damage to Baghdad,
nessed the U.S. military overrun a country that the United States did everything it could have
is four times our physical size in less than a done in order to avoid civilian casualties.
month. We already have one hole in our posteri
We could have ended the war sooner if we
or; we really don’t need two. We apologize for wanted to, hut the means required would have
having tried to blackmail you.” (Trust me - it violated international law. Yep, you guessed it:
says that).
Broadcasting Susan Sarandon mtwies into all
Conservatives: 30
Iraqi homes and forcing a mass suicide.
Liberals: Love
Conservatives: 40
Liberal argument against the war No. 3: The
Liberals: Love
war could go on for years. It could end up in the
Liberal argument against the war No. 4: The
death of thousands on American soldiers. Not Iraqi people do not want us there.
only that, but also millions of Iraqis could die.
Conservative counter-argument: The Iraqi
Conservative counter-argument: The war people will greet us with open arms and see us as
should be swift and decisive. We know what we liberators.
are doing. Have some faith in your armed forces.
What actually happened: There were celebra
What actually happened: The war lasted one tions in the streets, and the Iraqi people greeted
month. One month? Let’s have every liberal’s us with open arms. Yes, there was s<‘)me protest,
favorite perstin. Rush Limbaugh, put this into but there is only a small fraction of the popula
perspective.
tion protesting. And also, are you really saying
“No. 1: We tcx)k Iraq in less time than it took that the Iraqi people are not smart enough to fig
Janet Reno to take the Branch Davidian com ure out that it was the American soldiers being
pound. That was a 51-day operation. No. 2: It there that gave them the right to demand that
tcx)k less time to find evidence of chemical America leaves? You racist! (See, 1 can aLs«.) play
weapons in Iraq than it tcx)k Hillary Clinton to the “I don’t want to argue anymore so I’ll call you
find the Rose Law Firm billing records in her a racist and walk away” game).
own house. No. 3: It ttx>k Teddy Kennedy longer
Game, set, match!
to call the cops after his Oldsmobile sunk at
Chappaquiddick than it ttx)k the 3rd Infantry John Holbus is a political science Junior and
Division and the Marines to destroy the Medina Mustang Daily columnist.

Letters to the editor
'Sex in San Luis' satisfies its audience

The mast offensive part is imitating the show “Sex in the City.” be anything close to paradise.
Not only is Ms. Lester copying Carrie Bradshaw’s style of writing, she
Gmsidering thiit very few of you exit there reading this will ever
is also stealing column ideas. The recent article (“Equal opportunity: actually ri.sk so much for something you believe in, you really can’t
Editor,
Taking care of the hair down there,” April 17) aKxit waxing genitals credibly bad mouth those pee^ple who do stand up for their beliefs.
I am writing in respoase to Gimille Marie Lucio’s letter to the edi was stolen from epi.sixle 14, aired during seastm three. In addition,
Matt, on a side note, what’s with bad mexithing your students?
tor ‘Sex and S;»n Lui.s’ column lacks depth, variety” (April 24). Ms. Lester’s creditability is challenged when .she comes off as a Goexl teachers have respect for their students. They don’t use their
Whether yixj acknowleilge it or not, (Damille, the content of Ms. promisciKius person. As quoted from the article, “In the end, he Qwn students as an example of the ignorance or stupidity that they
Lester’s column cxcupies a percentage of your thoughts every day. wcHildn’t comply, so I didn’t put out.” This statement hinders her perceive in someone else. Have you learned nothing aKiut teaching
Now I agree that it might be vulgar or immature banter aKxit geni reputation, and it also reduces the creditability of Mustang Daily by while earning your degree?
talia, but there is an audience out there that enjoys it, otherwise it asstxiation. Collej^ is a place to take risks, to find ycxir own voice
wcxildn’t be in print.
and stop imitating other petiple. Writing this column creates a huge James Medina is a business Junior.
If you assume that no one would want to hear abcxit the private opportunity for people if they want to follow jcximalism, but people
matters of a college female who is more than willing to talk aKxit d<in’t hire imitators; they hire originality. I challenge Ms. Lester to
them, you wixild be witing. In yixir letter ytxi say that she uses the find her owri voice. GexxJ luck!
“crutch of sex talk" to captivate her audience, well I say that sex isn’t
Letter policy
a crutch, it’s an issue that is staring us blankly in txir f^es. Ms. Lester Jennifer Bishop is an English graduate student
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. Mustang
just brings an approach to it rx>t commonly seen in a college news
Those
who
don't
take
risks
can't
judge
Oafly
reserves the ri^ t to ^ ikters for grammar, profanities and
paper. As for her language, it is sometimes necessary to be vulgar
le
r)^
. Letters, commentaries and cartoons do n<rt represent the
when trying to catch sonxone’s attentkm. In this case, without that
views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 2 M w o r ^
•
contnwersy the “Sex and San Luis” column wtxjid be unremarkable Editor,
” Letters slioufo include the writer's full narne, photM number,
and trife, but the vulgarity tif a wViman saying these things in Her col
As is the cost of writing controversial things in Mustang Daily, I
major and class standing.
umn to the public is cause for tumult.
am being harangued by overly cixidescending oppiments. I think
Bymai:
So I might ask ytxi, Oamille, is Ms. Lester’s vulgarity really so that Matt Taylor (“Beliefs aren’t always correct,” April 25) needs
Letters to the Editor
uncalled for?
Building 26, Room 226
help .seeing things in propt>rtion. Let’s compare his Hitler example to
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
war protesters. Hitler risked his life to kill millions of people. These
CA 93407
Jon Murphy is a construction management freshman.
war protesters risked years in prison in order to slow ckiwn a ship
By tec
ment of war supplies and make a .statement. The body axmt: Hitler,
Columnist needs an original style
(805)756^784
millions of lives, war protesters, bruistxl cops. Matt Taylor, irritated
By tHmeil: mustangdaily^hotmaiLcom
James by being nit picky aKiut wording while missing the underly
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account Do not
Editor,
ing point.
send letters as an attachment Please s ^ the text in the body of
Recent articles have been discussing what is considered tiffensive
The point being, in case y(xi alsti mis,sed it, the war protesters in
the e-mail.
or inappropriate for a college campus. This will be a difficult task to questkm risked years in jail while doing little significant damage to
Attention:
accomplish because what is offensive to one person may not be others. Gemxidal evil dictators, tenori.sts and suicide Kimbers rruike
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the cor
offensive to another. For example, I find the column “Sex in San many other people suffer and die in order to prove their points. Tworect format
Luis” highly offensive, yet the editors of Mustang Daily obviixisly thirds of those mentioned also think that they’re going to go to par
find journalistic value in the column.
adise. I’m sure the protesters harKir no illusions that jail time might
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Police: Malvo thought sniper
shootings were amusing

U.S.to propose partnership
to develop hydrogen energy
By Joseph Coleman

prtxlucing and storing hydrogen and
otherwise prepare for a future “hydro
gen economy.’’
PARIS — The world’s top
The United States plans to spend
economies should pool resources to about $1.7 billion over the next five
develop hydrogen energy technology, years on hydrogen development, and
limiting dependence on fossil fuels, Abraham said the European Union
the U .S. secretary of energy said has committed up to $2 billion for
Monday.
research into hydrogen and other
Spencer Abraham proposed an renewable energy sources.
international partnership for hydrogen
He said the aim was to put compet
energy at the International Energy itively priced hydrogen cars on the
Agency, which began a meeting in market by 2020.
Paris on Monday.
Hydrogen fuel cell automobiles run
“By working together... we can dra on electricity from a chemical reac
matically speed the day when every tion between oxygen and hydrogen
one can buy a competitively priced and only emit clean water from the
hydrogen-piowered vehicle,’’ Abraham tailpijre rather than polluting exhaust.
told reporters.
The meeting also will focus on
Abraham said countries could security of the world energy supply,
cooperate to develop technology, set environmental damage and unequal
safety and other standards, find ways of access to energy sources.
A ssociated P ress W riter

FAIRFAX, Va. (AP) — In chilling
detail, a detective said Monday that
sniper suspect Lee Boyd Malvo
laughed as he admitted to two of last
fall’s deadly shootings. She also said
the teenager was read his rights before
he confessed.
Prosecutors said Malvo’s gloating
demeanor is evidence that he freely
confessed and was not coerced by
police. The defense contends Malvo’s
attorneys were not present during the
Nov. 7 police interrogation and that
he made it clear to police he did not
want to talk about the shootings.
The testimony came during a hear
ing on whether Malvo’s confession
should be barred as evidence. Tire
hearing will continue Tuesday morn
ing.
Circuit Judge Jane Marum Roush
could throw out all or parts of the
confession or retain it as evidence in
its entirety.
Malvo and John Muhammad, 42,
are accused in at least 20 shootings,
including 13 deaths, in Virginia,
Maryland,
Alabam a,
Georgia,
Louisiana and Washington, D.C.
Both could face the death penalty if
convicted.
Prosecutors have said the shotTtings were part of a scheme to extort
$10 million from the government.

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

Middle East Speakers Series
Dr. James Goode,
Professor o f History at Grand Valley State;
author of US and Iran: In the Shadow Of
Musaddiq

The two were captured at a Maryland
rest stop Oct. 24, and Malvo arrived
in Fairfax County about on Nov. 7.
During the questioning that day,
Malvo recounted two deadly attacks,
including the Oct. 14 shooting of FBI
analyst Linda Franklin outside a
Home Depot store in front of her hus
band, Fairfax County homicide
detective June Boyle said.
“I asked where he shot her. He
laughed and pointed at his head,’’
Boyle testified.
Malvo also “was laughing about’’
the fatal shooting of a man mowing
grass in Maryland, Boyle said. “After
he shot the man the lawn mower just
kept going down the street,” she
recalled him saying.
James L. “Sonny” Buchanan, 39, of
Arlington, Va., was slain Oct. 3 as he
mowed grass outside an auto dealer
ship in Rockville, Md.
According to Boyle, Malvo also
chortled about a shot at a boy that
missed its mark. She said Malvo
claimed the shot was so close “it
might have even parted his hair.”
Prosecutors would only say that
missed
shooting
occurred
in
Maryland. The only known miss
occurred Oct. 2, when the window of
a Michaels craft store was shot out in
an Aspen Hill, Md., shopping mall.

Prosecutors do not dispute that
Malvo, who was 17 at the time of the
interrogation, initially asked police,
“Do I get to see my attorneys?” and
quickly added, “My attorneys told me
not to say anything to the cops until
they got there.”
But they say those statements fall
well short of the clear demand for a
lawyer needed to stop questioning.
Boyle said she told Malvo numer
ous times he had the right to remain
silent and have an attorney present
during questioning. She said Malvo
responded, “If 1 don’t want to answer,
I won’t.”
Malvo also signed a waiver of his
Miranda rights, which guarantee the
right to remain silent and the right to
a lawyer. Authorities say he signed
with an “X” because he may have
feared his signature could be used
against him as a handwriting sample.
Malvo’s court-appointed guardian,
Todd Petit, testified that police
turned him aside when he sought to
stop the interrogation. Prosecutors
countered that Petit’s appointment
did not become official until Nov. 8.
Malvo asked when he arrived at
Fairfax County if he could see his
attorneys. Boyle testified that she said
he could.

Tests cast doubt on Iraqi chemical weapons
an initial test and found indications
the barrel may contain the nerve
A ssociated P ress W riter
agent cyclosarin and a blister agent
BAIJI, Iraq — A metal drum found that could be a precursor of mustard
in northern Iraq that initially tested gas.
positive for nerve and blister agents
By design, initial test procedures
might instead contain rocket fuel, favor positive readings, erring on the
according to new tests, a U .S. chemi-- side of caution to protect soldiers.
cal weapons export said Monday.
Two teams of expierts were brought
More tests were planned in the in this weekend for additional testing.
coming days on the 5 5-gallon drum,
One team conducted three tests,
said Lt. Col. Valentin Novikov, the but the tests “were not totally conclu
chief chemical weapons officer of the sive,” Novikov said.
4th Infantry Division, the unit which
The second team, a sp>ecialist
found the site.
’
Mobile Exploitation Team, “susprects
Novikov’s comThents raised the that it might be rocket fuel,” Novikov
prospoct that the discovery was the said.
latest in a series of false alarms as U .S.
That team is exprected to return to
troop)? try to find the remains of the site in the coihing days'for further
Saddam Hussein’s susp)ected programs tests.
for biological, chemical and nuclear
“There is a chance that it could be
weapons.
chemical weap)ons, but we don’t
The suspicious barrel was among know for sure,” Novikov said, spreak14 barrels found in an op>en field near ing outside of the 4th Infantry head
the Tigris River town of Baiji, among quarters, a former palace in Saddam’s
mounds of earth that hid missiles and hometown of Tikrit, near Baiji.
missile parts. U .S. troops prerformed
Also found at the site wete two

By Louis Meixler

“The US and Iran;
What Have We Learned in Fifty Years?”
Tuesday, April 29, 2003 7:00 PM
Performing Arts Center, Phijips Hall, room 124
This presentation is second in the College of Liberal Arts
Middle East Speakers Series and is
co-sponsored by the Cal Poly History & Journalism Depts.
For more information on the seriesxall 756-2706 or

hltp;//cla.galpQlytg<Ju/gia/n.ewsymi<l4lg ga?i,html

unmarked vans that soldiers first sus
pected to be mobile chemical labora
tories. Inside the vans were three
cylinders for mixing liquids and a
dosage chart in English and Russian.
Green camouflage netting was draped
across the front of one of the vans.
Novikov, however, said the vans
“could be” a rocket fuel mixing sta
tion.
Near the site was a low, brown
sandstone building that had 150 gas
masks that are of a higher quality that
those usually used by Iraqi soldiers.
TTie initial tests on the barrel were
conducted late Friday by Lt. Valerie
Phipprs and Pfc. Jeremy McCullough,
chemical .warfare ^xpierts with the 1st
Squadron of the 10th Cavalry
Regiment.
All three of their tests prointed to
nerve or blister agents. Afterward,
Phipp« and McCullough left the area
and burned their chemical warfare
suits for fear that they were contami
nated.

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help Wanted
Day C am p s Seek Sum m er Staff
Residing in the S a n Fernando
or Conejo Valleys $2800+
888-784-CAM P
www.workatcamp.com

Employment
FUN - SUM M ER
www.daycampjobs.com

I

Announcem ents
Fratarn ities, Sororitias,
C lubs, Studant QroupsI
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester
with a proven Cam pusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our

program s m aka fundrais*
ing a asy w ith no risks.
Sum in«r Cam p C ounsalors
Decathlon Sports Club Palo Alto 6/23-8/15 9am-4pm
www.decathlonsp>ortsclub.com

SUM M ER CAM PS
W W W . daycampjobs .com

Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact
Cam pusFunderaiser at
888-923-3238, or visit

I

Rental Housing
60 C a s a St.
Townhouses. Now taking
applications for Sept. 10.
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets.
H ouses for rent also!
Call Bea 543-7555
Don’t m iss out on your choice of
housing for the 2003-2004 school
year. 1 and 2 bedrooms available.
Call 544-3952 or visit
www.slorentals.com.

I

Homes For Sale
View virtually A LL Hom es
4 Sale in S L O @

w w w .SLO H om as4Sala.com
or call Tim Riley @ 748-1197

H ouses and condos for sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in S L O call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com
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Cal Poly Women's Tennis

Unprecedented triumph
► Mustangs advance to
NCAA Tourney after
snaring first Big West title
By Michael Marquez
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Coming into the 2003 Big West
Conference women’s tennis champi
onship Sunday at the Blackhawk
Country Club, the top-seeded
Mustangs wanted to do something
that had never been done in school
history: Bring home a Big West
Conference title.
The Mustangs accomplished this
feat as they defeated the defending
women’s champion Long Beach State
4-1 for the title and a berth into the
N C A A Championships.
With the win the Mustangs moved
to 20-6 on the season, while the 49ers
finished their regular season 14-9.
Head coach Hugh Bream said the
team’s performance was some of the
best tennis he has seen from his team
all season.
“The win marks a historic accom
plishment for Mustang tennis and a
step in the right direction for the
women’s program,” Bream said. “I’m
so proud of the tenacious perfor
mance from the team over the week
end, they showed true toughness and
flexibility.”
The weekend began with a 4-0 vic
tory over the ninth-seeded Utah
State Aggies. The Mustangs were
forced to play the match on indoor
courts due to rain.
“We’ve not played on indoor
courts all seasLin, and with Danielle
(Hustedt) sick with the flu, we were
uncertain how the team would
adjust,” freshman Samantha Waller
said. “Fortunately, the team came
ready to compete and we pulled out
the win.”
The next challenge came when
the Mustangs faced the U C Santa

BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly freshman sensation Sam antha Waller helped key the
M u stan gs' first Big West Cham pionship Sunday with a 6-2,0-6,6-4
win against Long Beach State's Laura Thomas. The M u stan gs won
the match 4-1 to advance to the NCAA Tournament.
Barbara Gauchos in an epic semifinal
match. The Mustangs pulled out a 43 win in the close-fought battle.
Freshman Sheila Lewis clinched the
match with a 6-4, 6-4 win against Jen

Kuhle.
“We knew that the Gauchos were
playing stime great tennis lately, hut
we stayed c o m p o st throughout the
match and won the big points,” Lewis

said. “Clinching the final match was
a great feeling. My opponent couldn’t
handle the pressure and broke down
when it came down to the final set.”
In the finals, the Mustangs proved
why they were the No. 1 seed and the
best team in the Big West, as they
defeated the Long Beach State 49ers
4-1.
The doubles point was quickly
decided as Mustangs Kristen Grady
and Chelsy Thompson improved
their record to 20-1 with a 8-1 victo
ry over LBSU ’s Claudia Argumendo
and Alanah Carroll.
Other key matches included wins
at the No. 2 and No. 6 positions.
Waller defeated Laura Thomas 6-2,06, 6-4 at the No. 2 slot, while Kate
Romm outlasted Carroll 6-4, 3-6, 6-3
at the No. 6 spot.
Lewis again clinched the final
match with a 6-4, 3-6, 6-3 against
Kelly Chan.
Hustedt, the Mustangs’ No. 1 sin
gles player, overcame a suspended
match as she led Alena Kovalchuk 63, 6-7, 4-0 in the third and deciding
set.
“I’m unbelievably proud of this
team,” Bream said. “They deserved
this hard-fought victory. We will take
this win as p>ositive momentum into
our first round of the N C A A
Tournament.”
Earning the Big West Conference
title gives the Mustangs an automatic
bid in the N C A A Championships.
The first amJ second rounds will take
place on May 9 to 11 at one of sixteen
to-be-decided sites.
It will be the Mustangs’ first
appearance
in
the
NCAA
Tournament since becoming a
Division 1 member (1994-1995).
The Mustangs will find out
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. on ESPN
News which site they will be going to.
The team will watch the selection
show at Firestone Grill.

Cal Poly Men's Tennis

M ustangs fall in semis to No. 1 Pacific
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

DANVILLE — TTie Pacific Tigers
men’s tennis team claimed the first
sptTt in the championship match at
the Big West Tennis Championships
as the top-seeded Tigers defeated No.
4 Cal Poly 5-0 in the first semifinals
match on Saturday at the Blawkhawk
Country Club in Danville. With the
win. Pacific moved to 17-6 on the
seasLin, while the Mustangs ended
their regular season at 14-12.
The Tigers opened play by taking
the top two doubles sp<its as Pacific’s
Arnar Sigurdsson and Lenneart
Maack defeated Cal Poly’s Brett Van
Linge and Davey Jones 8-5, while the
Tigers Michael Diong and Vincent
Kubler defeated the Mustangs’ Travis
Crawford and Scott San Leeh 8-4.
Leading 1-0 in the match. Pacific
swept the bottom four singles match
es to claim the overall match 5-0.
T I t c consolation bracket for the
champion.ship was cancelled due to
Friday’s rainout.

The Mustangs had advanced to the
semifinals with Thursday’s win
against No. 5 Idaho.
Cal Poly made it a clean sweep for
the top seeds in the first round of the
tournament with a 4-2 win over the
Vandals (6-10).
The Mustangs dropped the No. 1
and No. 2 positions, but tixik No. 3
through No. 6 to claim victory. The
pivotal match-up came at the No. 3
position. With the Mustangs leading
in the match 3-1, Davey Jones pulled
out a second set tie-breaker with
('hris Faulman to win in straight sets
6-3, 7-6 (6).
Cal Poly’s Brett Van Linge easily
defeated Fabian I'Himmett 6-1, 6-0,
and teammate Travis Crawford put
away Idaho’s James Cromwell with a
6-0, 6-4 victory. The Mustangs’ Greg
Levy also won in straight .sets, defeat
ing Dave Sutter 6-0, 6-3.
Tlie doubles matches were can
celled due to ptHir weather condi
tions.

Cal Poly's Nick
Tracy, a senior
civil engineer
ing major, fell
to Pacific's
Lennert Maack
Saturday in the
semifinals of
the Big West
Cham pionships
Saturday in
Danville. The
M u stan gs' 5-0
loss to the topseeded Tigers
concluded
their season
with a final
record of 1412. Cal Poly
advanced to
the second
round by
defeating
Idaho 4-2.
K AO RITAKEKO SH I/
MUSTANG DAILY
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STATS I

Mem bers needed:

C a l P o ly 's to u rn a 
m e n t w a te rs k i te a m
is lo o k in g fo r n e w
' m e m b e rs . T h o s e
in te re ste d in jo in in g
th e te a m s h o u ld
c o n t a c t K riste n
H o lm a n at kholm a n @ c a lp o ly .e d u .

TRIVIA
today * question

Before Carson Palmer, who
was the last Heisman Trophy
winner to be picked first overall
in the NFL Draft?
Submit answers to: iljacksot^alpoly edu
Monday's

qiicstinn

In the movie "Major League,"
how many earned runs does
Ricky 'Wild Thing' Vaughn
i (Charlie Sheen) give up in his
first big-league outing?
Four (Three walks, then a homer)
Congratulations Graham Womack, Ben
Cobian and Jesse Benderl!

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@calpoly.edu.

